“Why Won’t My Sister Accept
My Live-In Boyfriend?”
Please help me answer this question?
I am a single parent (40 yrs old) of three children 16, 14,
and 9. I have decided to live with my current boyfriend. I
have taken all the pros and cons into consideration. So far it
is going well. The only draw back so far has been my sister,
her husband and 2 children. My sister and I are very close and
spend a lot of time together. But since I have started dating
again, 2 years with this one person (the only person I have
dated by the way), I am not allowed to bring my boyfriend to
her house. We are not allowed to do things with her children
at all. I can understand that they would not want their
children to spend the night or us to spend the night over
there. I do not however understand why we can not spend time
together as a family as we have in the past. Going to Six
Flags, etc…. We do not hug or kiss, we may on occasion hold
hands. I understand this is a moral issue, living together.
Can you please explain why I can’t spend time with my niece
and nephew?
P.S. My family is Catholic. When I married the first time I
married into a different church. My family is Catholic. I was
married for 19 years. Been divorced for about 2 1/2 years and
have been dating my current boyfriend for much of that time.
Dear ______,
I’m sort of wondering why you’re asking US instead of your
sister. . .??!
My guess is that your sister is extremely uncomfortable with
your choice of an immoral lifestyle and she is concerned that
doing things together as if you were married might communicate

to her children that immorality is okay. Many people are not
confident that their kids can handle (or that they can teach)
both the belief that “we love our family member” and “that
family member is doing wrong things that we deeply disagree
with.”
I noticed you used the term “moral issue,” but my guess is
that your sister is thinking of it as an IMmoral issue. Which,
to be blunt, it is. Living together outside of marriage is
sin. You said you took all the pros and cons into
consideration, but apparently you didn’t, since you could not
possibly foresee how other people would react to your choice.
I hear the hurt in your “voice,” and I am sure that it weighs
very heavily on you. Unfortunately, that’s one of the
consequences of making choices that do not align with God’s
intentions and commands for us. Sin causes pain and always
ends up affecting more people than just ourselves. Your sister
may be concerned about the effect of your lifestyle choice on
your children as well, since you are teaching them that living
with someone you’re not married to and not committed to is a
good thing. As a mother, your sister may be concerned about
the impact your children’s attitude and perspective may have
on HER children as a result of what you’re modeling to your
own kids.
By the way, I don’t think this issue has anything to do with
denominations. It’s a people issue and it’s a moral issue. You
could substitute any mix of religious traditions and have the
same heartbreak over this situation.
If you were looking for comfort, I’m sure this isn’t what you
were hoping for, but it DOES align with what the Word of God
says. He grieves over your choice just as He grieves over the
pain you are experiencing because of it.
I hope this helps.
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